'There was a deep knot forming in my stomach, the
same knot I always got before going to see a new
Eddie Murphy movie.'
Jean Luc Godard, on the set of 'Breathless again', 2015

I sat in the reception area, looking at the paintings on the walls.
I didn't really understand art; I was too young and only really liked Tess of the D'Urbervilles. Really, it
was the only book I'd ever read. There were ten different versions of it in my room.
Anyway, these paintings…God…

…and now that he was spinning into the timetimefucking Space hole, Robocop knew what year he
wanted to go back to…

There was one of a man standing over a naked woman with a whip in his hand.
Another had a man standing on a woman with his fist raised, and a banner in the background: 'Rise up,
man. Sit down, woman'.
There were more, all of a similar theme. I slouched in the chair and tried to forget I was a woman. I
looked at the receptionist and wondered why she was wearing leather.
Something about this whole thing was making me nervous.
The phone rang and the leather woman picked it up.

Editorial
Not yet.

'He's ready for you,' she said.
I figured she meant me so I stood up, ignored the walls of male empowerment and walked to his office
with the confidence of a child walking towards Pee Wee Herman.

After coffee we got into his car and the driver, who looked like Paulie from the Rocky films, took us to
his apartment somewhere in Manhattan. I mean, Seattle.
He sat close to me, stroking my leg.
'What's the most erotic thing a man's ever done to you?' he asked.

'Err…kissed me.'
'Where?'
'On the mouth.'
'Okay then, what's the most erotic thing a man's ever done to your pussy?'
'Err…looked at it.'
'And?'
'And nothing. He said it was too hairy to do anything with.'
'I see.' He looked at my skirt. 'I will cut the hair myself. Or I will order Paulie to do it for me. Of
course, you will not resist.'
I nodded.

EDITORIAL
…
The last Gupter zine was almost a year ago.
I'm not sure why. I guess money dries up when you don't have a job.
…
…
There was a point I was so desperate I wrote an erotic parody of 50 shades.
When that didn't work, I re-wrote 'The Postman Always rings twice' and set it in a video store.
…
It's tough writing a sex scene.
How do you do internal monologue during sex?
…
Who's thinking anything except I hope this thing's over soon, I'm bored.
…
To deal with this, I had the two main characters fuck in a lake.
…
…

I don't really wanna write about all that. It's done, I wrote it, it failed. Now I'm making cash again,
I can focus on the zines.
This is some other stuff I wrote:
Inland Vampire - vampires in Fo Tan, making zines, written French New Wave style.
Planet Rasputin - bizarro thing about Slovenians in Space.
Pol Pot - story on sporkpress.com
…
Zizek Press is putting some Planet Raps around HK, London, Ljubljana etc…hopefully people
will find and like them.
My gut says it's a decent book, but I read with poisoned eyes. There are a lot of decent books and
decent writers out there…more than ever before…and it's tough.
Film is where the fame is now, not lit.
…
…
You know, HK still doesn't have a zine store. Or zines. If I can do anything with this Gupter
thing, I'd like to have a shot at getting HK people to make some zines.
Every other city has them [except maybe Singapore…not sure, never been there, but seems stale]
You don't even have to hand-make them. Doing it on a computer and then printing a load of
them is okay, they'll still be zines.
ZINES = A LITTLE DIY THING THAT DOESN'T CARE ABOUT MAKING MONEY OR
ADVERTISING.
Seriously, it'll cost you around HK$3,000 [£250?] to print 800 copies of a zine like this [56 pages].
Just don't go out, don't buy clothes, don't eat on HK Island. Eat noodles and those little 3 for $30
dim sum packs in the supermarket instead. Do some volunteer work instead of wasting cash with
your friends.
Even if you're on minimum wage, it'll be possible to save enough cash within a year. And I'm
betting none of you reading this are on minimum wage.
So save some cash and make some zines.
It's not hard.
…
…

Ten kilometres away, in a fringe part of Paris, where
there were no film-makers and no bullshit…

The boat was bigger than she'd expected.
Far as she could see there were three levels to the thing. The middle deck,
where the guy steered the wheel, the lower deck, where everyone slept and
messed around without the danger of falling overboard [or being pushed by
Robert Wagner], and the roof, where you could lie down and cook yourself.

All the other artists dreaded the day the doors opened to the public, mainly because the
public were strangers and the only thing they wanted to talk about was art, and the only
thing they knew about art was what they'd read in the newspapers, and the worst part
was, most of them believed they were experts and even if they were, even if they had
studied the thing for years and years, it wasn't cool to come in and start lecturing people
about everything you knew because you were lecturing to people who knew it too.
Not even Dada had done that.

The authorities pre-1580 had a good way of dealing with mad fuckers.
You cut them, bleed out all the madness and then patch them up.
If the madness remained, you simply kept on cutting.
It seemed severe, but it worked.

His eyes started to close and he didn't fight it. Ah
well, vampires then. Fuck it. Whatever. I'll black out
soon anyway.

'It was Paris, mid-20th century. Around the same time the new wave blew in. No Breath, Alpha
City, the 428 blows. The French were cool, their movies were cooler and the whole world knew
about it.
China, however, we were different. Peasants, intellectuals…educated peasants who thought they
were intellectuals. Damn the lot of them. If they'd just listened to me…'
Notes of Mo Jack Dong, 2212 [written fourteen years after his thawing, and four years before his death]

Godard sat with his back to the Seine and wrote shorthand for his next 'thing'. Everyone kept
pestering him, wanting to know what it would be.

What is it, Jean-Luc?

Noir?
Sci-fi?
Political?
Is it about the soul?
Is there smoking in it?

It excited him, ignited him, to pick up the phone in his new apartment, listen to their intros then
hang up on the wispy fucks.
He raised his hand.

The waiter came over and called him 'Sir.'

People walked past, glancing over, half of them recognising him, the other half thinking

'who's that guy think he is? Godard?'

He stared at his shoes, rubbed his arm, spun his pencil in tiny orbits. Yes, it was a pencil he used,
not a pen, because…actually, he hadn't thought of a reason yet. Perhaps later, when someone
noticed.
But first…
This new thing,
It will be about vampires.
Yes, vampires and movies.
No, vampires and art, filmed in the slums.
Title?

Poor Vamp?
Slum vamp?
Vampart?
Art-Vamp?
Vamp Francais?
One of them or all.

He wrote it down exactly as it was inside his head then stared at the words.

Parfait, he told himself. Parfait, n'est pas?

The Sundance Film Festival
…with Tomomi Leung

Oli, don't know if I can do this anymore.

shack by the beach somewhere down that

Auditions have been going badly…feels kinda

long finger part of Mexico, and I'm

like the whole industry's turned against me

probably gonna be here a while. He's

even though I know that's loopy, they don't

writing a screenplay, I'm reading books and

even know my name…not unless they really

it's kinda working out okay.

like scanning background scenes or hanging
out at 56a nuke on Sunset…
Nah, dude, fuck it…fuck them…
So, yeah, I'm in Mexico right now, but not
solo. You know that guy who played the
Persian King in 300? Think he was in that
last Arnie movie too…anyway, I'm holed up
with him. Dude, I know, he's not got the
best English in the world but he's kinda
disarming when you spend more than a few

I probably shouldn't tell you this, but the

minutes with him, even if every second

thing he's writing it's really good…don't

sentence is in Portuguese. We're in a little

know if this premise has been done before,

it's like, all these kids being stalked and killed

people have learnt the same lessons I

one by one by this crazy Argentinian

have…don't give the fucker an inch cos he'll

robot…I think it's got a political layer or

take it and say it was his fucking inch to start

something underneath, but that's kinda

with…

irrelevant cos the core story's so fucking
funny…little kids getting slaughtered, who's
done that before? And the best part is, it's set

I'm doing it again…fuck, sorry, dude…what
was I saying…writing…

in Brazil, where he's from…and he's grafting

Right, you need something for your zine

a pretty big part into it just for me…yup, you

thing. Okay. You know, it's kinda fucked up

heard right, dude, I could be hitting Brasilian

actually…all this time you told me it was a

movie land…and finally getting out of this

magazine, not a zine…don't know why you

lake of shit I've been paddling the last ten

lied about it, dude, I've never had a problem

years or so…pretty decent, ne?

slumming it before…it's kinda cool that some
guy in Bucharest or something might be
reading my shit.
Okay, eye of the storm, I know. Here's a list
of auditions I had the last few months. Yeah,
I know I promised Sundance, but I wasn't
there, dude…I could make some random shit
up, but where's the integrity, right?
1] Iron Man 3

Anyway, he's still working on it so I shouldn't
crow too soon…it might all fall apart…or he
might find some Mexican whore more
interesting than me and write something for
her instead…life is a fickle business, I've
learnt that the Vincent Gallo way…
Oh, and don't ask about Gallo…seriously,
that guy's fucked up my life enough, I don't
need to bring that shit back up again…I'm
not lying, dude, I don't even watch his films
anymore…not that he's making any…guess

This was actually last April or
something…the bad guy's called Mandarin,
so they were looking for Chinese-looking
actresses who could sit next to him and imply

they've just sucked him off or something. I

that's why he can't say the line, so the director

guess I have a reputation for that kind of shit,

moves the camera to the other side of the

so I went along and sat outside the audition

room and…yeah, I'm not there anymore. I

place with a load of Malaysian girls.

mean, I expect this shit from H-land, but not

Then they cast Ben Kingsley.

the independents…and I know I've got
history with the guy so maybe I'm biased, but

Seriously, dude, do they know what Mandarin

I blame Farrell ninety nine per cent…what's

means? It's Chinese, right? Yeah, I know, I'm

he even doing there? Indies should be for me

only half, but still…

and the other eth-mins, not some fucking

Anyway, I didn't get the part. Last I heard,
the two main girls [I was going for either…]
they went with were Romanian or
something…kinda weird, ne? Maybe it's all
upside down and Romanian roles get filled by
Chinese girls…? Or maybe they just don't

Irish drunk who lucked his way into the big
leagues…you know, now I think about it,
Farrell's probably worse than Gallo…at least
Vince tried to talk to me…Farrell just calls
you 'baby' and sticks his hand up your
muff…

give a fuck…

2] Seven Psychopaths - I actually got this one
but my bit was cut. Have you seen it? It's

What else?

kinda shit, really…just like Tarantino, nice

Dude, it's all leaving my mind to be

words, but zero empathy for anything on two

honest…I think it's the Mexican sun…or

legs…I was in the party scene, or I was

being so far away from H-land or

supposed to be…only Colin Farrell couldn't

something…actually, there's sun in LA too,

say his fucking line right…and I'm standing

but that one's like a spotlight, whereas this

right behind him when he says it, so my face

one kinda feels equal, you know? Like it's

should be there, expression and everything,

there for natural reasons, normal people,

but then Farrell says the angle's all wrong,

farms, shit like that…not to put some fucking

ugly tan on fat jewish guys getting wanked off

months or so…I guess it's extensive cos that

in their pools…

main guy fucked about two women per

Dude, is that racist? I don't know…everyone
likes Palestinians more nowadays, don't they?
I do…poor little fuckers…all they want is
their own bit of land, but Fox Searchlight and
Warner Bros won't let it happen…
Fuck politics, I'm gonna just stick with
nature…

episode when it was on TV…and as it's a
movie now, they've gotta step it up a bit…but
anyway, the call wasn't just for a pair of tits,
it's bigger than that…like, the character I was
going for actually had a name and a history,
which was kinda unique…
Oh yeah, Rodrigo was going for a role
too…it was the bad guy, I think…some new

Dude, I've just remembered another

star who's taking the main guy's thunder or

one…I'm still waiting for word back on this

something…but he didn't get it. Stupid

one, but it's gone, I know it has…no-one

reason too…they said he was too similar-

wants to cast a half Japanese, half Chinese girl

looking to the main guy, so no-one would

as a main fuck interest, not when Anne 'I hate

believe he'd be getting roles over whats-his-

the Japanese' Hathaway rules the

face…actually, what is his face? Vincent

roost…remember I told you that thing she

Case?…

said at the Oscars that time? 'Can't let a nip
win it'…seriously, those exact words…you
printed that, right?
Okay, here's the one that's hopeless…

Anyway, that was the reason Rodrigo took
me down here…I mean, losing that audition
was the thing that pushed him into doing his
own screenplay…and I came along
cos…well, yeah, I failed the audition…but
3] Entourage [The Movie] - yeah, so they've

really, I'm kinda proud I did, it was really

been casting this one for like the last five

fucked up what they were asking me to do…I

probably shouldn't leak this, I'm pretty sure I

seriously, you're on board with this? And he

signed some paper that said they'd have my

doesn't say anything, he just points to his

tits cut off if I said anything, but…that only

cock, like I'm a fucking sex-slave…so, yeah, I

applies in the US, right? Now I'm in Mexico,

got up and said, no fucking way, in an

it's okay…

audition, fuck off, and just walked out of

…so, yeah, I walk into the room, and this
other girl walks out wiping her mouth…and

there and into the nearest bar, which is where
I met Rodrigo…

straight away I know what's coming. I mean,

Okay, dude, I think that's about all I've

I've been in this industry a few years

got…like I said, this is probably the last one

now…and by 'in' I mean I've been on the

I'll be doing for a while…I'm still kinda

edges where all the dirty shit happens…so I

annoyed that you forgot who I was last issue

sit down next to Vincent Case and the

and went with that French guy instead…but,

director says, okay, lady, what we want you to

whatever, it happened, it's done with now.

do is suck him off. Seriously, dude, just like
that, in an audition…and I kinda sat there like
a dummy for a few seconds and the director
repeated the line, and I look over at Vincent
Case and he's looking back at me…well, not
at me, at my tits…and I ask him, like,

So, good luck with your zine thing, and I'll
take your 'good luck' in advance for this
screenplay Rodrigo's writing and my attack
on the Brasilian movie industry…can't be any
more fucked up than LA, right?
Mata ne…

[EDITORIAL 2]
…
Never give up, never surrender
…
Even if there are no readers and no messages and no reaction…and everyone seems to be
elsewhere losing themselves over a novel about some guy staring at a washing machine…it doesn't
matter cos what the fuck else is there to do?
Fatalism?
…
…
New plan. Google Eva Green, Ryan Gosling, David Bowie, Rudy Wurlitzer, Michelle Williams
etc, find out where they go to read books, go there with my books, put them on the shelves and
wait for the above five people to discover them.
Pros = Eva Green might like words enough to want to fuck the guy who wrote them.
Cons = Going up to their level, not dragging them down to mine, it's wrong…desperate.
…
Write story on aliens, time and Susan Sarandon…
Google Brasilian film industry
Get that Sierra Leone asylum guy to teach me French…
What else?

In many ways Susan Sarandon was more than just the fuck interest from Bull Durham and the exwife of Tim Robbins, she was also the mind interest of sub space aliens who conducted
experiments with/in/outside of time.

It had started, the Sarandon interest, when a stray signal from Earth swerved and poked itself into
sub space by mistake and ended up on one of the screens inside an alien base.
What's this?
White Palace.
Well…I don't like white, and I don't really like pal-…wait, who's that?
The one with the stick?
No.
The one with the hills?
Yes, who is she?
Susan Sarandon.
Wow.
I know.

The sub space aliens visited her in dreams and told her they wanted to experiment on humans and
their relationship with time, and would it be okay, would she, Susan Sarandon, let them do this?
Susan Sarandon said some bullshit about human rights and every human had the right not to be
experimen…
The sub space aliens flicked a switch and showed her other life in other parts of the Universe.
They described the experiments, telling her it wasn't an abuse of or interference in the ways things
were; it was simply a fast forwarding.
We don't change anything, they insisted, staring at her chest.
Not one thing?
Nope. We just watch.
Sarandon self-censored.

Fine, do your experiments. But do them on women as well as men.
Why?
Because women can suffer just as well as men can.
Okay.

To the sub space aliens, time was like a strip of something that could be watched from a distance.
The past, the present and the future meant nothing to them [unless they landed 'undercover' on a
part of the strip and had a reference point for their actions].

After getting the okay from Susan Sarandon, they made their moves. The first few they fucked
with were men, but out of respect for the actress, they made sure around thirty per cent of their
targets were women.

List of sufferers:

Kirstie Alley
Sharon Stone
Joan of Arc
Tommy Gunn [from Rocky V]
The Black Prince
Halle Berry
Koo Tin Lok
Chau Sau Na
Shibasaki Kou

Gene Hackman
Gene Wilder
Gene Roddenberry
Gene

One or two of the sufferers discovered the 'ground force' aliens and asked them what the hell was
going on.

Alien: Ho mm ho yi…
Matt Dillon: What?
Alien: Lei gong mm gong jungman ar?
Matt Dillon: What are you…I don't understand what you're saying.
Alien: Oh.
Matt Dillon: Why can't I remember anything? Why am I…
Alien: It's an experi…we're…there's a new kind of psychological disease going around.
Matt Dillon: Disease?
Alien: Yes. It makes you believe you're skipping through time when in fact…well, you're not.
Matt Dillon: Fine. I don't care. Just fix me.
Alien: Right away.
Matt Dillon: Where are you going?
Alien: Nowhere.
Matt Dillon: Come back, cure me!
Alien: Five minutes.

Matt Dillon: Stop…motherfuckers…
The sub space aliens ran faster than the sufferer and hid behind a parked car until he skipped
forward in time again.
Matt Dillon [blinking]: God, not again.
A skinny man with a clipboard walked over.
Assistant Director: Mr. Dillon, F Gary Gray is ready for you now.
Matt Dillon: Huh?
Assistant Director: It's the scene where Joan Severance betrays you to the future cops.
Matt Dillon: No…

The sub space alien who knew the most about science [but didn't wear the costume of a scientist]
looked at the view screen as Flannery O Connor sat on her porch and wrote the opening chapter
of 'The violent bear it away'.

He pressed a button.

Flannery O Connor blinked and looked around. She wasn't writing anymore, she was in bed.
There was a man she knew looking down on her.
"What's…" she tried to say, but it was broken by the fiercest cough.
"Don't try to speak, Flan."
The coughing continued.
In her head, Flannery wondered what the hell was going on. How could she be writing one
second, and then coughing like a plague victim the next?

The alien pressed the button again.

Flannery blinked and zoomed past her own death into a state where there were no images and no
data for the aliens to observe.

The alien pressed a different button.

A woman played with her child outside their house. There was a lot of concrete and a lot of flags
around, but not many people.
The child fell over and started to cry.
The woman pretended to fall over in the same way and didn't cry.
The child took a breath and copied her.

The alien half smiled, nodded then pressed a button.

The same woman and the same child, a little older now, and about thirty other people walked
towards a small building.
Four men with guns waited outside.
For a brief moment, both the woman and the child didn't know where they were, but the woman
saw the guns and the uniforms and figured things out pretty fast.
She took the child's hand and followed the others inside.

The alien tried to go inside the building too, but there were no stock images for this area. He sat
back, tapped his claws against his legs and waited for the woman and child to come back out.

Twenty minutes or so later, more men came to the building and disappeared inside. Three, four
minutes later, they started to walk back out, each one carrying two bodies on their shoulders.

The alien stopped tapping his legs. He stood up and walked around the room a couple of times.
He sat back down and stared at the men burying the bodies then pressed another button,
changing back to the general overview of the strip of time.

It was long and black and infinite and…calming.

About ten minutes later, the alien turned off the view screen and went outside the room for a
cigarette.

The sub space aliens never really considered it unethical, what they were doing. Because it wasn't.
Subjects skipping forward in time and doing things in the 'between time' they couldn't
remember…that wasn't really suffering. It was just a little confusing.

Getting stabbed by a man in the park.
Living in slums and sleeping in shit.
Trying to buy milk in a war zone.
These were suffering.

The sub space aliens [and their experiments] received their annual certificate of ethical okayness
from the Bureau of Other Species and What We Can Ethically Do To Them Without Blowback.
There was a note next to the signature at the bottom: 'Guys, ho geh, ho geh. The whole planet's
behind you.'

The sub space alien who knew the most about science walked into the viewing room with a cup of
green shit and a cigarette. He couldn't be fucked smoking outside anymore. There was no point,
everyone had moved on to the next strip.

"Just a few more," the alien muttered, watching Sharon Stone regain consciousness right in the
middle of Basic Instinct 2.

The last woman to "suffer" was Socrates. But it wasn't as interesting as the aliens were hoping.
There was no media in that part of the strip, no way for things to escalate.

Things wound down.

Meanwhile…

There's a castle in Romania that doesn't belong to Dracula or Duckula or Scott Bakula, which has
been used by local film-makers for years.
They make horror films based on the premise of other films like The Wicker Man and Ninth
Gate.
Most of these films are shit.
But last year, one of the film-makers found a tunnel underneath the castle grounds, and at the end
of the tunnel was a portal to the moon on Jupiter where the sub space aliens spent some of their
time.
The film-maker walked through the portal and breathed in the moon's atmosphere. He guessed it
was Io, just before choking to death.
Susan Sarandon saw his death in a dream. She asked the sub space aliens to revive the film-maker
but they couldn't, their medical technology was shit, just scalpels and gas.
But…you're from sub space?
So?
I don't understand. Why is your technology so uneven?

We don't have time for this.
I thought you were beyond time.
No, that's…we're not.
Then why don't…
Enough. Go back to your world, Susan Sarandon.
Are you gonna try and revive him?
Who?
The film-maker.
No.
But he's only…
However, we will take him into sub-space with us. And the experiments on your humans will
come to an end.
Oh. All of them?
Yup. We've learned enough.
Can you tell me?
Mm duck ar. Cannot. One of your writers has already learnt the same thing and written about it.
Which one?
Goodbye, Susan Sarandon.
Wait…
May you make good films as a character actress.
Thanks, but…
Baka-baka.
Susan Sarandon blinked and saw her bedroom walls.
She sat up and saw the blanket and clothes on the floor.
Wait…I'm...
Hey, said Ryan Philipe.
Ryan, what are you…
Fucking you, baby.
What…
Or fucking you again. We did it last night too, remember?
We did?
Ryan left Sarandon's cunt and moved up her body until his chin was resting on her breasts.
You're pretty hot for an oldie…

I'm 62.
Really? Well, I'd fuck you even if you were 95.
Susan Sarandon blinked and tried to end the scene, but it didn't work. Ryan Philipe was already
inside her and there wasn't much she could do.
A few seconds later, there was a rhythm.
Ryan called her 'baby' a few times and told her she fucking loved it.
She nodded, flipped onto her front and let him get on with it. He's still pretty young, she thought.
It's not like he's got the power here…
When it was done, she closed her eyes and thought about the sub space aliens and their
experiments with time.
I wonder who they picked…

Halle Berry blinked. It wasn't raining anymore, it was sunny. And where the hell had Marc Forster
gone?
An unfamiliar man came toward her, holding a grey ice-cream.
No wait…it was a…
Interviewer: Halle, one question. Why 'Catwoman'?
Halle Berry: What?

It's about seventy-five years in the future and Slovenia
is floating above the planet Earth, separate from all the
other countries below.

A year before the start of novel, Slovenia was democratic;
now it's run by a tyrant with purple eyes. He dumps Sila,
Gasper, the physicist Nakagami and five other dissidents
on a [prototype] ship and sends them off into deep Space.
The ship has strict rules: No-one leaves, no talking for
more than four hours a day, and no entertainment.
There's a lot of isolation, green walls, some postermaking and a few deaths.
Then a wormhole.
Remember that episode of Star Trek where an alien on a
space station is watching over/protecting a planet of
other aliens? This is similar, only the alien on the space
station is Rasputin and the aliens on the planet are
distant-Russian.

Is Rasputin insane? Is he even there?

Danny Aiello is in it [briefly].

A POEM
MICHAEL:…but Lincoln didn't know how to open the…y'know, the thing on
top of it…the cork thing.
INTERVIEWER: No…the cork?
MIC: I'm not even…really. I like the guy, but yeah.
INTERVIEWER: Ha, great. [Pause] Now, I'd like to talk about Ljubljana, if
that's okay?
MICHAEL: What?
INT: Ljubljana…you went there once, didn't you?
MIC: No. Who? Where?
INT: It's in Slovenia…Ljubljana.
MIC: I don't know what you're talking about.
INT: I think it was…no, I was told it was when you were in talks with
Anderson about the…
MIC: No, that wasn't me.
INT: …the Billy Wilder in Space thing and…what, really?
MIC: We're here to talk about 'Stoker', right?
INT: Yes…primarily, yes, but…
MIC: So…
INT: But we just talked about that. I'd like to broaden things a little and…
MIC: Okay, that's…I'm done here.
INT: But…
MIC: Done.
Michael from Prison Break stands up and walks out of the room[s].

MICHAEL FROM PRISON
BREAK IN LJUBLJANA

Day One
Plane lands. Airport no bigger than a post office. Walk around a little, but nowhere really to walk
to. Get the bus into Ljubi…Ljubla…fuck it, into Loobylana. Mountains in the distance look like
they have snow on top, but could just be white rock.
Mountains don't go away. Lean in close to the window and really think about what that stuff is.
Nothing to confirm it, but come up with theory: dirty snow sometimes looks like white rock.
Get bored and look at seats around me. All empty. Think of Anna. 'Europe's creepy. You should
go to Seattle instead.'
Try not to think of Anna.
Mountains leave and Loobylana appears. Lots of buildings, none of them more than four storeys.
This is the capital?
The hostel is bleak. Looks like a military barracks. No cushions or beanbags…only so many hardedge surfaces I can take.
Check phone - still no word from Anderson about the script. Beginning to think he prefers to
write his own.
Go for a walk by the river and see lots of French people. Lots of Germans too. Had always
thought this, but now I know - all Germans look like Billy Fichtner.
Take a path up to the castle on the hill at 11pm. No lights, no people. Feel a little scared, but keep
going, hoping the environment will provoke ideas.

The castle walls are covered in red light. Makes me think of Ninth Gate, Polanski, Depp. Walk
over a wooden plank bridge and expect something to pull me under. Nothing does. It's creepy
quiet up here.
Idea - Tenth Gate? Unrelated character from original goes up to Loobylana castle at night and
crosses into different dimension. Use red light a lot. Put something scary under the plank. Beggars
maybe.

Day Two
Sleep late. Go to Bled, see another castle. Very pretty, but a little too obvious to do anything
cinematic with.
Walk around the lake. Think I see Lincoln, but it's just a big rock with someone's jacket on it.
Idea - The Fall of the House of Usher. Film it in Slovenia, change the second half of the story.
Include more Ushers, make them fall, use more blood. Robert Knepper can play lead Usher, Sucre
can take gardener role.
Get back to hostel and am recognised by a group of drunks. Try to put my hat on, but it's too late.
One guy gets a marker and tries to take my shirt off. He says he wants to draw a map of Fox River
on my tits. I throw the marker across the room and go to bed.
Think about drunks and marker pen. Don't really understand, PB was years ago. Don't these
fuckers know I'm a writer now?
Wake up with one of the hostel staff on top of me. She says I have the body of a javelin thrower
and wants to see my javelin. I pull down my pants and leave her to it.
Idea - A Slovenian woman is impregnated by the devil. People accept the devil part, but won't
help her. Eventually she has the baby and throws herself off a cliff. Anna to play main woman?

Day Three
Hostel woman is still next to me. I wake her up so we can have sex.
After sex, I tell her about the script I sent to Anderson. She knows 'There Will Be Blood' but not
his other films. She knows 'Prison Break'. You're way better than he is, she says.
Idea - direct script myself?
Walk around city centre. It's the same place as where the river is - this city is super small. Some
Slovenian women catch my attention. They have huge tits, but faces like war veterans. The one in
the hostel is better.
Read a book I find in a small bookshop in a side alley. It's about a guy who comes to Loobylana
and stays with a witch. She sucks out his soul, he tries to rape her. What is this?

It gets dark, but people count stays the same. Think about book I read earlier. Wonder who wrote
it and if the witch is real. Probably not.
Dinner = Slovenian something. Could be sausage. Try to talk to couple at table next to me, but
they're French. Stare at the river instead and think again about that book.
Idea - San Diego Witch. Young man stays with a witch in San Diego. She tries to suck out his
soul, he thinks about seducing her.
Too much compromise?
The flight is in the morning, early. Don't care. It's 11:30pm and I decide to follow the book guy
out of the city and into the castle of the witch.
Walk ten minutes down the main road out of the city and feel cold. It's late, my jacket isn't thick
enough, fuck it, I go back.
The hostel woman comes into my bed again, smelling of smoke. Tells me she just wants to cuddle.
I tell her that's not enough. We fuck. She asks if I've heard anything from Anderson yet. No, I say.
He's probably writing his own thing.

Day Four
Go back to the castle on top of the hill before my flight. It's not the same without the red light.
Tenth gate is a stupid idea.
Check out of hostel. The woman asks for my number, I give her the address for one of my fan
sites. I think she knows what this means.
Back to the airport. There's forest all around and not many houses. Am I the kind of guy who can
walk off the highway and into those trees and not be contactable by anyone ever again, even
Anderson?
…
Get on the plane and head to LA. That's where the action is. That's where the actions of
Anderson are.
Think of Anna. 'You only think of yourself.'
Sleep.
Slovenia disappears [probably].

The licking of my pussy continued. It was okay, I guess.
'Baby, I know this is good for you…but I need to feel your pussy.'
'Okay.'
'Don't say 'okay', say 'no'.'
'Okay. No.'
'No. Just no.'
I cleared my throat. It wasn't that different from the time in primary school when I played the
innkeeper in the nativity play. 'No' was my line then too. The only real difference was instead of a
cock, it was Mary and Joseph.
'No,' I said.
'That's better, baby. Now, brace yourself…'
'I'll try.'
I did try, but there wasn't really any need. The cock went in just like that water bottle I put up there that
time. I figured the sizes were almost the same. The water bottle was probably a little bigger, and wider,
but…

F r i t z

L a n g

Some of his films are on youtube and that's where I found 'Destiny'. It's black and it's white and
it's got some pretty standard racist caricatures of Chinese and Arabs…
At least I think it's racist…
Destiny - A recently wed woman finds out Death has taken her husband. He's dead apparently.
Death gives her three chances to save him. Her mission: Save at least one of the three men [from
different time periods, including Ancient China and Ancient Persia] who are about to die.
…
If the Chinese and Arab characters are played by white actors in make-up then it's usually seen as
racist…but if it's set in historical times, or ancient times, it's forgiven?
Point One: Fritz Lang made the film in Germany, 1921. How many Chinese or Arab actors were
available to him?
Point Two: The motif of the film is to have the same characters from the opening segment play
other characters in all the other segments…I think it's to show we're all the same really, and the

same stories and tragedies have been playing out in slightly different ways with people in slightly
different face paint for centuries…
But still…
…
Actually, the more I think about it, the more racist it seems. It was a silent film so the actors didn't
need to speak German, they just needed to be able to move their faces in a convincing way…or a
melodramatic way…
Lang could've got some from China or Hong Kong or Egypt…
But what about the motif?
…
I don't know. I suppose Lang could probably argue his way out of it if he were alive today…
…
This wasn't what I wanted to say…what was it?
…
Right.
The thing about the film was…after it was done, I forgot about it. I didn't think about what it
meant or what the director intended…it just evaporated and I started thinking about Planet
Rasputin or that Susan Sarandon story I was working on [how to put Matt Dillon into it without
losing believability…].
But then Joanna talked about the film and how the main female character got lower and lower in
status in each segment [she started as the daughter of a Shiek and finished as a sorcerer's
apprentice], but her attempts to save the 'doomed guy' got more and more…advanced? Powerful?
…
The word I'm looking for has gone so I'll use a sentence…in the Arab segment, she was the
daughter of the shiek but had no power to influence anything, in the second one she hatched the
plan to save the guy, and in the third one she used magic to try and keep him safe.
That was a long sentence, but it covers pretty much all of what I want to say.
When I thought about it a few more times, Joanna was right. She'd analysed, I hadn't. It just went
way over my head…how?
…
Why did I underestimate Lang? I saw the white people dressed up as Chinese and Arabs and it
looked ridiculous…was that it?

Or the three segments the film was split into…as soon as I saw the structure, I switched off and
started wondering how long each one would go on for…
…
I'm not sure, but I felt pretty dumb. Or pretty narrow-minded…limited…not as smart as I
thought I was.
…
Man, never underestimate Lang.
A film lasts about two hours, but it takes months to make…you can't spend that much time on
something that's meaningless. Only Michael Bay makes things he doesn't think about.
Maybe Brett Ratner too. And Zak Snyder. Tim Story, F Gary Gray, Len Wiseman.
There are probably more I can't think of…
Spielberg?
…
…
…

Hong Kong
I went into a bookshop the other day and saw a book called 'Alien Invasion' by Anson Lam.
Anson Lam is 9 years old [I think].
…
Positive: Good for him, I couldn't write shit when I was nine. It's his second language too. Over
100 pages done, with all the homework these kids get thrown at them…how?
Negative: Publishing children now? There were grammar mistakes all over it. It was bad. Story was
bad, writing was bad.
Brutal: That kid's parents have a lot to answer for. The book is shit. Worse than shit. What the
fuck does a 9 year old know about alien invasions?

Time Travel
Three best films about time travel [according to Koo Tin Lok]:
12 Monkeys.
Back to the Future 2.
Primer
I've just caught up and seen Primer. It was good, but…was it, really?
…
I'll try and reason it out:
If you think a lot about a film after watching it, it means something, the director did a good job.
If you don't give a shit about the characters while watching it then the director didn't do his job.
Which one is Shane Carruth [director of 'Primer']?

…Space and Time and Carruthian physics
were warped until a rip appeared and…
I’m from the future. No one believes me when I tell them this.
Even if I could tell you something monumental that happens in the distant future to validate my
claims, we would have to wait until it happens for you to believe me.
By that time, the conversation would have lagged for so long that we might have forgotten what I
had told you in the first place.

It’s not fair to treat it like a joke when someone tells you “I’m from the future.” To you it might
seem silly, but for me it’s very lonely. So far, I haven’t met anyone else like me. It’s not like being
an ethnic minority or being disabled. There aren’t support groups for me to join.
If people don’t write me off at first, everyone wants to know what time I come from. They always
laugh when I tell them.

I’m not years from the future, not months, nor days.
I’m from 0.025 seconds in the future. Each moment, 0.025 seconds in the future.
You can see me and hear me and interact with me, but I am already 0.025 seconds ahead of you.
That might not seem like that much of a time difference, but that’s because you don’t know any
better. You don’t see things the way I do. You don’t understand things the way I do.

…as quickly as it'd opened, it closed
again and all Robocop could do was stand
and stare and point his gun a bit until…

Altruism
How about I write ways to help people? The 'make a zine' idea I had for the homeless? Or a new
political system where money is gone…you don't need experience of politics to write one of
those, do you?
…
Did Marx have experience? Was he a politician before he wrote his thing?
…
How long would it take to write? Ten years?
I'd have to do lots of research too…and really think about things in the world…I can't just use
Star Trek ideology and ignore the reality of the ways things/people are.
…
What about the rich/powerful? They're the worst of it…what do you do with them? You can't
execute them, but it's hard for people to forgive them too. You can't even punish them if you
want to move on in any meaningful way.
But they're motherfuckers, aren't they?

The crux is: they'd have to accept their punishment instead of think of a way out of it. But all
positions/actions are defensible, especially when you're the guy stuck in that position. It's like the
nut from that Flannery O Connor book…The Violent Bear It Away…he's a smart enough guy,
but he's deluded…he doesn't think he's done anything wrong…and worst of all, he has total
conviction. What do you do with people like him?
…
The rich and the nuts and the zealots all have defences…and if we were in their positions, we'd
be the same way…unless we're Nelson Mandela…but humans are weak, generally…and
intransigent…once you associate with a position, your life falls into a routine that never
challenges it…the things you read, watch, listen to…and after enough time passes it becomes
almost a core belief…
Or do core beliefs only come from childhood?
…
How to deal with the nuts? Give up on them and focus on educating the kids?
At what point has someone crossed the line into 100% conviction in a fucked up belief, without
a chance of being turned back?
The drug runners in Mexico…how many of them are beyond turning? You cut off a guy's head,
is there really any way back?
…

"As a fan, you cannot possibly impress me and every noise you make is
borne out of the artificial history of the higher subject, me. You fear
offending me, or challenging me, and the only path open to you is the
second level, where you invert the procedure yourself, before I myself
have a chance to do so, and therefore open up the circuitry of the whole
process. And then...what? We laugh about it, we invert other
functionalities of process, and so on and so on...do you understand what
I'm saying to you? No, probably not. We are chained by the absurdity of
the normal, as always. God, I despise interviews."
Slavoj Zizek giving an interview at the
inaugural 'Zizek is God' convention, Cluj,
2019

Extracts from 'Dean of Daft'//by Tyson Bley

[with

analysis by

Slavoj Zizek]

'Clamoring to get picked on by bullies since it is the new form of cool: the (somewhat
expensive) acquisition of a large clown head to bring this off is deemed ill-advised by
parents, who nevertheless don't dispute the psychological merits in their kids' suddenly
rocketing up in social stature, although often draw the line at the second, and third, and
some say most essential and effective, prerequisite – namely to help them collect all things
that are dirty and ignominious and mix them into a toothpaste composite and build a
skateboard circuit out of it, and in mid-air, wearing the large clown head, on your
skateboard, go whoring for bullies with such annoying slogans as 'Skate or die!' shouted at
the as-yet total absence of spectatorship.
For it to retain its oomph, that which is found in the crotch of a bully's underpants
needs also to be collected. A requisite many kids ask their parents to help aid in the
fulfilment of.
The answer to this request being invariably, 'No way.'
What doesn't turn obnoxious in a blender?
Homeless people like to cheer and sing praises to whatever economic overlords they
serve when pizzas fall from the sky or are delivered by angelic women dressed in outfits fit
for 80's power tool commercials.
When the whole mound of whatever's I'm planning to eat has turned snow white.
That's when I know I've put enough salt on.'
-----

I don't believe in introductions so let's get right to it.
You know who I am, I have no idea who you are; this is our problematic. For you, the
reader, I am your instructor and unassailable. For me, the theorist, you are eyes and ears that
I can bend to my will. The positions are set: The reader can choose an instructor, the
instructor can manipulate his reader, that is the leverage.
Why do I write this? What does it have to do with Tyson Bley?
Simple, if I take you by the hand and type clearly. Bley is what I call the 'anti-universal
translator' of contemporary poetry. Or is it fiction? Nobody knows. The fact is…or the

theoretical fact that imposes itself on the problematic is: the 'anti-universal translator' poet
determines to confuse the reader, to replace sunshine and clear skies with fog and
misdirection. It is an intentional move away from Blyton-like clarity into the abstract, but at
the same time it is also a 'Deleuzean planting of rhizomes of the mundane' into the text, in
the form of film, music and literature references. There is simultaneously, the familiar and
the unknown: The familiar of the singular words and references e.g 'McGuyver'; the
unknown of the sentence pattern connecting it all together. Some people might say this is
not a new thing, that such abstraction from modern culture has been done by the likes of
Jeff Noon, Sila Kudesnic, Christian Slater's children's books, but that is a false assumption.
Noon and Kudesnic were abstract without hope, Bley is the opposite. He invites you into
the text, even though it labels itself as poetry, and makes you think you might be able to
understand this shit. But two lines in, you realise the trap.
Look at this extract:
'Early in life, Jane Austin had wanted to become a fighter pilot, but was denied
admission to all flight academies.
Subsequently, she resolved to simply have a lot more sex in vacuums – to simulate
the effects of flying in a fighter jet.
Hair clippers became the main outlet for her hedonism, to cultivate watertight
smoothness, a membrane closely studied on the program CSI Las Vegas – and which one can
imagine serving as the base material of a very powerful slingshot.
She viewed all things that percolated – including her coffee machine – with extreme
suspicion.
Rob Zombie's sudden interest in a lump of wet clay.
Circa 1939.'

The key reference points are easily identifiable: Jane Austin [misspelt to wrong
foot the reader], Rob Zombie, CSI Las Vegas…these are all things the reader knows and
understands. In fact, this is the biggest 'hole in the ground with leaves over it' in the
entire text. Not only can the reader understand 'Jane Austin', they can conceptualise her
wanting to become a fighter pilot and being denied admission to all the flight academies.
It is surreal, yes, and out of historical context, but the syntax and relationship of the
words is something familiar. It does not confuse the reader, it does not take known
references and make them unknowable; it simply spins into le absurd.
But…but this is the charlatanism of Bley; the 'anti-universal translation'. He taunts
you with lines you can ground in some form of conceptualisation, gives you a rope with
which to climb the rest of the text…then, another two, three lines, he cuts it.
For example, an earlier part of the text:
'That rare type of horrible, scary fire breather that wears a hockey mask - staring
through the eyeholes in his hockey mask at the column of fire hissing above the area of his

mouth. To all the world rolling bloodily in thick glistening tomato soup, in a grid of sleek,
synthetic white.
Namely, his eyeballs do.
The asbestos and ice-cream smell of action figures melting – wafting up from his
mouth into the little holes in his mask that facilitate breathing, above his nose.
Vintage American Tyrannosaurus Rex. Which the people of Nebraska visit and relish
for the spectacle of its blood-stained teeth made of twisted balloons.'

Again, there are the references to the familiar, the known…the reader knows what
'Nebraska' is, what 'action figures' and 'hockey masks' are…but this time, it is spun on its
head and then down, up, into a portal of 'otherness'. The references are taken away from
the words they are used to being surrounded by and dropped into an alien context, a
Baudrillardian anti-dystophatic wilderness of zero symbolisation, where nobody [except
John Ratzenberger] knows its name. This is 'anti-universal translation' incarnate - the
warping of the familiar into the unknown, as if the thing itself were English written by an
alien, producing a text that is superficially relatable as well as textually opaque. Simply,
there is no person on Earth who could read a Bley text and understand it on a critical
level.
But, what about beauty?
Beauty, yes, why not? The word formations, even without meaning, do flow with a
certain melody.
'Homeless people like to cheer and sing praises to whatever economic overlords they
serve when pizzas fall from the sky or are delivered by angelic women dressed in outfits fit
for 80's power tool commercials.'

And there is humour in the text too:
'Time Magazine's person of the year:
New Dehli drinking water.'

But is it enough? This is the question that defines the 'anti-universal translator'
writing of Bley: is it worth the struggle, the constant wrestling with otherness and
decontextualized object reference points? Does this guy really know what he is doing, or
is he just eating meth and stabbing keys?

…
Zizek stands up, shouts at his wife, gets
on a plane to Lisbon, sits next to a Fadoplaying dude and sees a mural of Jane Austin.

Five days later, he's back.
…

Well, this is the boldness of the 'anti-universal translator' style…it makes you want
to understand it, to contextualise it, to pin it down and examine its sub-atomic
whatthefuckness. Critics of Bley have denied any form of meaning in the text, but, really,
they are lazy and smug and don't know who Rob Zombie is. The kind of abstract they
desire is one disconnected from the indignity of popular culture [their description, not
mine], a purified series of subjective 'object to validated culture' reference points, a
golden, many-towered palace of Mozart and Proust that only they can enter. To them,
abstract should under no conditions use things like Rob Zombie or McGuyver.
To them, this kind of text is a Slaterist nightmare:
'A kite designed after Karl Lagerfeld, down to the finest detail not excluding his
sunglasses and strange pink lips, vomited after reaching its acme – then pulled a McGuyver
by using an aerial map to seal a leak formed by the sky-gaping vomiting.
The aerodynamics of scuffed linoleum.'

In their disgust, these critics miss the attempted communication of the text. What
exactly is it trying to say? Well, it's quite simple, as abstract text often is. McGuyver is
representative [why would he not be?] and if you've seen the show you'll know exactly
what he represents. Resourcefulness. Intelligence. Ingenuity. What does Karl Lagerfield
represent? Superficiality. The sentence: A kite flies into the sky then vomits…all looks
lost…then it corrects itself, finds something deep inside ['an inner McGuyver'] and stops
the vomit. You see, the meaning is not difficult to gauge, if you can get past the
decontextualisation. Human beings are often vain and superficial, but even the worst of
us has the potential to be more than our tudos cognitos…each and every one of us,
according to Bley, can overcome our 'Lagerfield exterior'. And the last line…the scuffed
linoleum? What is that if not a thing which cannot fly? It should have no aerodynamics,
it's impossible, yet somehow there it is, in the sky, fucking flying, scuffed and all.
To analyse this thing further is futile. Critics will never see the 'honest tramp with
a sign standing in the shit of the alley' of Bley's text, and supporters are already there,
talking to themselves it seems.
I shall leave you with one more line, let's see if you can figure it out:

'Sergei's helper monkey - which always looks kinda crooked.
As helper monkeys tend to look.'

Notes on Lermontov

'Pechorin smiled at the soldier, hiding the fact he was a motherfucker. He told
him to pursue the girl, to make her his. The soldier bowed like a Russian and left.
Pechorin sat down next to three old men playing chess, put on his Valmont mask
and planned his next move.' - Extract from 'A Hero of our Time', Lermontov
---It's grey outside, the leaves are folded over on the trees, and those drunks in the park
won't stop calling each other cunts.
I'm going to write about Lermontov.
His book, the first Russian novel...A Hero of our time...I've read it all the way through,
but not sure where to begin.
...
It's about a sociopath...but a man who's aware he's a sociopath...
No, too vague.
...
The introduction, let's see...it's descriptive...a whole paragraph on Chechnya or the
Caucasus [?] mountains and some guy riding through it. Is he the main character?
...
Nature does nothing for me. No book should start like this. People make things come
alive, not mountains or plants.
Scenery's fine for metaphor, but it's not sentient…it doesn't do anything except what it
always does. There's no second note, no emotion.
Heinlein never wrote about scenery.
...
Fuck, who's that? Jay?
...
Second…third time this week.
...
We're friends, but...

...
I know...I'll talk about Lermontov, he can play with his phone...
…
Man, just hang up already...
…
Fuck it…Lermontov...it's important, got to be done...what was I saying?
Nature is dull, tedious…don't write about it, no emotion…
...
Wait, what time is it?

THIS IS RAMBLING, SWITCH TO SOMETHING ELSE…SCI-FI?

Notes on Star Trek
[The loneliness of Space]

Start with whatever comes up, don't think about structure/order…
Every planet they go to is mostly unpopulated. There are a few settlements sometimes, or
a few rocks and a nasty alien...but mostly there's nothing.
What does this mean?
Space really is a frontier.
The planets are undiscovered and a lot of them are lonely.
Parallels?
The world is lonely too...or is it?
Every country is known, every place has been discovered...are there any spaces left?
Yeah, there are...spaces between people. My apartment is empty...
If you can't relate to other people...if you're not interesting...interested...in how they
think, or what they tell you about how they think...or what you suspect the way they think
is...then they are nothing but objects.
Which means you can be alone. Like Kirk on the empty ship.
But people can still fuck you up...they can be nasty objects...

NOT SURE WHAT I'M DOING...SWITCH BACK?

It's been a while since the last set of notes.
However, the only thing really covered was the introduction, the first page...so to get
things moving, we'll skip to the interesting bits. Also, it's important to keep certain things
in mind when viewing the following notes:
1] The worldview of the narrator
2] The idea of transgressive fiction
3] Honesty
So, the first part of the book...Pechorin's seduction and discarding of the princess [At
least, I think she's a princess.]
What actually happens?
Pechorin goes to the Caucasus mountains and serves as a soldier. He meets the princess
of a local tribe and manipulates events to get her into his tent. At first she's mad, but then
she loves him. As soon as the change occurs, he gets bored and ignores her. She dies, and
he is genuinely upset.
What does it mean?
First of all, the way he captures the princess, or gets her into his bed/tent...this is not the
action of a hero. He does not prove himself worthy through action or noble deed, he
simply creates the circumstances which lead her to him against her will. He dominates
like a villain.
But she still loves him?
He is charming like a villain. Was this intentional by the author? You can't accuse
Lermontov of setting up heroes and villains. This thing reads as if it really happened, or
the spirit of it at least. Maybe the events are a little too fucked up to be real, but the
domination and seduction seems convincing. Was Lermontov this charming in real life?
Or is this a fantastical re-telling of what he wished he was?
Why does he ignore her?
He is bored. This makes him a piece of shit, which would be a problem in any other kind
of fiction. But as a character he is honest. Really honest.
But is it true honesty?
I've met loads of people in real life who claim no bullshit truth, but they've all shown
themselves to be liars. Jay…he said he speaks the truth, but he doesn't. I know he
doesn't. It's selective truthing...
And Kaia...she chooses when to be honest and when to lie...and when she's honest, she's
blindingly honest, so much so that it fools everyone into thinking this is her default
setting and she'd never tell a lie about anything...but it's not true, it's a posture...she says
she's anti-posture, but I know it's a posture...

And Gena...even Gena.
Why do people believe their shit?
If you think it through, there's a simple formula...you take Kaia and you look at her
life...she spends most of time alone, which only ever makes a person vindictive...
Is this a formula?
Okay, forget Kaia...Jay's a better example. Take his life...he tells me I have to get a job
and get myself sorted, but this is conventional reasoning...yet at other times his advice is
transgressive...he talks about depression and dissatisfaction with things, and where's the
way out and all that shit...but he's stuck...he's stuck in convention.
Fuck, that's not a formula either...
But the job thing, that's true enough...he only wants me to work so I won't go anywhere
and do anything different.
Fuck him, I'm not going that route...work as what? Work where?
He's just scared...scared that I'll find a different way, and he won't have the balls to
follow...
But what different way?
...
Too much of a tangent, back to Lermontov...
The honesty returns later in the book, when Pechorin becomes evil[er?]...
He pursues another woman, a young girl of society...she's eighteen, I think...and he
pursues only because another soldier is after her. It's a game, and he's the only one who is
one hundred per cent playing...is this right?
Okay, what happens in this part of the book?
It's the main section of the book, and predates the previous stories...at least I think it
does...the dates confuse me a little as there's often a change of narrator, and the main
section is taken from Pechorin's diary...no, it must be previous to the princess story.
Anyway, he's on leave in some kind of resort village, and there's another soldier who's a
lower rank than him, and for some reason Pechorin wants to humiliate him. It starts
when the young girl arrives and the other soldier shows his interest in her. From this
point on, Pechorin schemes and eventually seduces her, yet feels nothing for her. He also
has a duel with the other soldier and shoots him off a cliff...which is a real piece of shit
thing to do.

Okay, so this part of the story...the part I detailed above...this shows Pechorin at his most
evil...his evilest[?]...he purposefully sets out to seduce a girl he feels nothing for, and to
humiliate another man who has done him no wrong...in fact, the other soldier acts as a
friend towards him for most of the story...
What does it mean?
There are layers to this...it's hard to pick out parts and analyse, but from Pechorin's
perspective, the other soldier is playing the same game as him, yet the difference is he's
only half-playing it...and crucially, he underestimates the other players. If a man likes a
woman then he makes himself aware of any threats or obstacles to his own
intentions...the problem is Pechorin disguises his own threat...he doesn't detach himself
from the other soldier and let himself be seen plotting, he does it right next to him...just
like Iago…and John Malkovich in that film where he sucks Uma Thurman's tits.
...
But the thing is...does this game take brains?
...
I don't know...it seems that it does. It definitely takes deception and precise strategising,
but couldn't anyone do what Pechorin did? I know I could...
...
Wouldn't it be good to go back and plant yourself in this story? To stand there and look
like a prop but all the time knowing what Pechorin's up to...and at the last moment,
thwart him and fuck him up. To out-Pechorin Pechorin!
...
But what if every man played the world this way?
...
There wouldn't be any transgressive fiction then...no nihilism as it would be the only
ism...nothing to transgress as normal would be something no one would want
to...trangress from?
...
Wouldn't a world full of Pechorins be a nightmare?
...
...

I'M LOSING FOCUS. TREK IS BETTER…

The purpose of Kirk and the crew

Their lives are interesting...they wake up and they literally don't know what they're gonna
run into...
I wake up and I know exactly what I'm gonna run into...

My own fault?
…
The aliens are sometimes bad, sometimes good...the aliens I run into are always bad...you
might say not, but I know the way they really are...they're disgusting...even if they're
friendly, they're disgusting...they're liars...
Life in Star Trek is exciting...
Life in the 70's was exciting...
Life here is not.
What else?
There's the potential of improvement in the Star Trek universe...you can become
superpowered...like the guy in the pilot, the one with white eyes...he turned evil, but the
theory part of it is exciting...
And did he really turn evil? They were the ones trying to kill him...and he was superior to
them...if I'd been in that episode, I'd have understood...
There's no improvement in this world...people are shit, and they'll always be shit...the
only way to beat it, is to purify...
This sounds like Hitler...but I don't mean Hitler...I just mean, some people bring nothing
to this world...they have no imaginations, no brains, no fucking taste...what do you do
with them?
...
But everyone deserves to live...no matter how ordinary they are...don't they? What else
can be done with them?
Isolation?
But they're the majority...you can't isolate five billion people...unless you leave them on
Earth and get all the best people to colonise Space...is that what Star Trek is?
But there is no Star Trek...so...
Isolate myself?

'And that's the lie. I know all about this, the dominant-submissive fallacy. Did you know it was first
put forward by a man whose wife was smarter than him? Yes, it's true. The whole thing is a con by
men to remain in control. And the women, they believe it because…well, I'm not entirely sure.'
'Crispin said it wasn't like that, it was just a way of enduring pain in order to get what you want.'

The doctor walked to the wall and pulled down some kind of chart. There was a picture of a man and a
woman, both naked.
'Do you see these two nerves?' He pointed at two red lines leading from the brain to various places in
both bodies.
'Yup.'
'Well, these are the nerves which regulate pleasure and pain. You'll notice they are separate, and that
they both originate in the brain, the centre of control.'
'Okay.'
'Do you understand what this means?'
'Men and women are both the same?'
'Not exactly. It means this concept of pleasure and pain being linked is a lie. There is no connection
between the two.'
'So why did Crispin say…'
'It is a lie propagated by men. Have you ever heard a female scientist claim it? Of course not.
Basically, the man spreads the lie, and the woman pretends it is true and that she enjoys the pain
because…otherwise it's just a man brutalising her ass.'

@QUARK: How can a fish build a spaceship? It's got no hands.

@LASTREDSHIRT: It's a good show, but…sentimental.
@CAPTGARAK: How about this? The captain fucks up right at
the start, he's demoted to ensign…a new captain's installed,
they serve on the same ship…that's the conflict. The
background? An anti-federation of planets. No. A federation
of planets that interferes with other planets and tries to
help them out. You see? It's a federation that's even more
caring than the real federation.

@SCOTTBAKULA_FAN: I'm wondering…instead of new series, how bout
bringing back Enterprise?

@WORFKILLSGOOD: Michael Dorn talks about possible new Trek 'Captain
Worf' - more brutal, more Klingon?

@FUCKYOUABRAMS: Whatever they come up with, can't be worse than
those things passing as movies #fuckstarwars

@BARRIONNEBULA: New Trek a great idea. Hope it's like DS9, not
Voyager.

@badferengi: don't care long as they bring back Vulcan Love Slave…

@BARRIONNEBULA: ha.

The History of Vulcan Love Slave

What is it?
A Holo-suite program.
A what?
The projection of a fake
reality using light
particles. It looks like
Mars, its feels like
Mars…but it isn't Mars.
Huh?
Oh fuck off. Everyone's seen Star Trek…at least one episode anyway.
Who designed it?
A Ferengi? A pervert? Someone who'd been rejected by a Vulcan?
What's the story?
The player/pervert can choose the background setting of his choice.
He usually plays a high-ranking person, a Captain maybe, who has to
deal with a lower-ranking Vulcan female. At first, they clash, but
the pervert uses his superior logic and strength to overpower the
Vulcan and make her his love slave.

There are three settings:
1 - Modern, rational, nonviolent - this setting
emphasises the 'love' part of
'love slave'. The high-ranking
pervert asserts his
superiority, but doesn't
physically torture the Vulcan.
They enter into a
relationship, with the Vulcan
assuming the more dependent,
submissive role.
2 - Modern, but darker - The
high-ranking pervert uses
force and mental agility to
subjugate the Vulcan. She is
often portrayed as an enemy,
to give validity to the
pervert's use of violence and
dirty sex games.
3 - Ancient, dark as night The high-ranking pervert rapes
and tortures the Vulcan and
makes her feel like a piece of
shit. He even puts her in a
medieval Vulcan dungeon, in
chains! He wants to dominate
all aspects of her and will
not tolerate any kind of
debate or rebuttal.
*This setting is only
available in pirated versions
sold in Russia.
What's the history behind it?

years ago. Actually, that's
when it hit the market. It
could've been active privately
before then, but there's no
evidence to confirm or deny
this. But it is probable that
whoever designed it wanted to
personally fuck a Vulcan.
The first version of the
programme received many
complaints when it first hit
the market, but not from
Vulcans. They didn't seem to
care at all. 'It is merely a
holographic perversion. We are
not holograms, there is no
violation, go and play it as
much as you like, we care
not.'
The complaints came from the
perverts who were using it.
Their main gripe was that it
was too easy to get the Vulcan
love slave into bed. There was
no struggle or resistance. How
can you truly be a slave if
you've never been broken?
The second version had the
opposite problem: it was too
damn hard. No matter what the
player/pervert did, the Vulcan
would out-argue him. If the
pervert tried to use force,
the Vulcan would neck bench
him and the programme would
end.
The third version seemed to
correct all flaws. The Vulcan
argued a little, but
eventually became a love
slave.

Vulcan Love Slave was first
designed over twenty-three

However there were some
perverts who still objected.
After careful background
checks it was revealed that
these perverts spent almost
all of their non-sleeping time

in the programme, and for
them, the subjugation of the
Vulcan love slave was the only
thing they ever thought about.
The problem?

Apparently, the Vulcan was too
Vulcan. Once oppressed, they
stayed the same. They did not
come to love the pervert, as
Stockholm syndrome promised
they would. How could the
perverts dominate them if they
didn't change their ways?
The fourth version, a special
edition for the obsessed,
fixed this problem.
The fifth and current version
available on the market
tweaked the programme
slightly, giving the Vulcan
love slave longer hair and
bigger tits.
The consequences of Vulcan
Love Slave?
There were some early critics
who claimed that such a
programme would change the
relationship between the
perverts who used Vulcan Love
Slave and the real Vulcan
women they encountered in
everyday life. They suggested
that there would be an
imbalance and that 'the
perverts will see the real

Vulcan woman as inferior and
nothing more than a potential
slave.'
However, the opposite appears
to have happened. Recent
studies have shown that most
perverts who use Vulcan Love
Slave at least once a week,
have become more reticent and
unsure of themselves around
real Vulcan women. The reason
for this is simple. The
constant modifications of the
Vulcan character from the
programme have 'de-vulcanised'
the Vulcan female, making her
weaker and less formidable,
therefore, when a pervert
meets a real Vulcan woman,
they become 'ultraVulcanised'. All of the traits
which the perverts wanted to
step on and subjugate seem
more indefatigable than before
and they are unable to
reconcile the two versions,
and, ultimately, are forced to
retreat into their shells [or
their lairs of perversion].
What can be done about this?
The Vulcans say nothing should
be done. The perverts only
have themselves to blame, and
should find ways to deal with
their psychological defects.
The perverts don't say
anything, not publically as
they are unwilling to be known
as perverts. But privately,
they have suggested that
Vulcan women should be made to
be more like the Vulcan women
in Vulcan Love Slave.
Where can you buy Vulcan Love
Slave?
Russia. Eastern Europe. HMV.

To the sub space aliens, time was
like a strip of something that could
be watched from a distance. The past,
the present and the future meant
nothing to them [unless they landed
'undercover' on a part of the strip
and had a reference point for their
actions].
After getting the okay from Susan Sarandon,
they made their moves. The first few they
fucked with were men, but out of respect for
the actress, they made sure around thirty per
cent of their targets were women.

TOMOMI
There was music and there were people moving.
I was on a busy street.
No, wait, it was dark. It was cold.
I looked around and saw people all dressed up.
It was a bar. I looked at the décor on the wall, but I didn't recognize anything.

A guy was sitting next to me, his arm around my neck.
"Like, when you think about it, the camera's only pointing that way so the guy looks vulnerable,
right? He's not tough…he never has been, it's all a façade. You get it?"
I shook my head.
The guy shrugged and picked up his drink. There was another glass next to it. My drink?
"And the weird thing is…the woman, can't remember her name…but her angle is the heroic
one…it makes her look like a hero, you know? Like she's the boss and he's the…slave or
whatever."
I looked at the glass but didn't touch it.
"Not that it has much reality to it, but…you know, it's pretty cool."
The guy smiled, took some more of his drink then kissed me near the side of my lips.
"What do you think, baby?"
"Think of what?"
"What I'm saying…the way it's directed…"
He looked away as he said the last line. I didn't know who he was, which meant he was neither
good at acting nor good at anything else.
Didn't it?
I guess he could be independent or under the radar…success didn't have to equal quality…but
the way he was talking…okay, I'd only heard about half a minute of it, but the guy sounded like a
film student. Who the hell talked about film angles anymore?
"Actually, I think you're full of shit," I said, taking his arm off me.
"Huh?"
"I don't really know what you're talking about, but that's okay, you probably don't either.
Anyway, if the director of whatever it is you're talking about was male, the angles are
meaningless, what does he know about women being heroes? And if the director was female,
then she's just a woman trying to be a man to please other male directors."
"You feeling okay, baby?"
I stood up.
"I know how this industry works."
"Oh really?"
"More than you think."
"Ha, I doubt it."
"I don't know. You ever heard of ETA?"
"What?"
"I bet you have. You're all the same, aren't you?"
"Wait…ETA who? What are you…"

I started walking, pushing past all the other motherfuckers in there, all the women dressed as
whores, until I was outside and breathing fresh air again.
I looked up at the sky and wondered how long it would be till it morphed into some guy's
bedroom ceiling.
It didn't happen.
I kept looking, waiting…
Whatever it was that was doing this, it wasn't letting me have consecutive days…it wouldn't let
me sleep on my own…not even for one night…but then, if this carried on the same way for
much longer…
Wouldn't I die of exhaustion?
I walked away from the bar and onto a street I recognized. I was in Soho, near the forum area. It
wasn't far to the station from here…I could walk there and…or I could take a taxi, go to Mong
Kok and see Man Tik. If I could explain things to him, he might understand. He knew about
philosophy and theories about this kind of thing. He knew about psychology too, if that's what
this thing was…
But…if I took a taxi, what if things skipped forward again? I might end up in the taxi driver's
bed…
I blinked.
No, forget all that.
If this is really all happening the way it seems to be…if everything that's happened in the last day
or so is real then…I don't have any kind of control over any of it.

The bookshop in Mong Kok was almost deserted.
There weren't many people in this city who'd come to read philosophy or cultural theory books
at midnight on a…on whatever day of the week it was.
I was surprised even one person was in there, but there he was, sitting in the café area reading
one of the Zizek books.
Man Tik sat behind the desk, a copy of 'The Blue of the Eye' face down in front of him.
I stood there, hovering, ignoring the naked woman on the cover.
"I know it sounds weird, but…I don't know what to do."
"Sure, I can see why."
"What do you mean?"
"I can see why you don't know what to do."
"Great, so…what do I do?"
"I don't know."

He was looking at the computer screen in front of him, not me. "Hey, I'm serious about
this…it's not some theory, this is really happening."
"I believe you. Mostly."
"So…help me."
"I can't."
"Man Tik…for fuck's sake…"
He looked up from the computer screen.
"Look, the way you've explained this to me, it sounds like no-one can do anything.
Something…I don't know, something bigger than us is making you do things, and…"
"Sexual things…"
"Yeah, so…I don't know, Tomi, what do you want me to say? I'm a bookshop owner, not a
deity. I don't know how to stop this thing."
"You think it's a deity doing this?"
"It's one possibility, yeah."
"No, but what do you think it is?"
"Honestly…I'm only saying deity because…you know, I don't know how to say the other thing
it could be. You know, the more realistic thing."
"Which is?"
"Psychological."
"You mean I'm doing it to myself?"
"Yeah."
"That's impossible…it's…why would I make myself get raped?"
"I told you…it's hard to think about this one. The idea that you're…that there's some part of
you that wants to do these things. But really…you put deity in one corner and psychology in the
other, it's pretty clear which one's got more credibility."
I shook my head, looking at the book cover.
"Okay. Why? Tell me that."
"Why you're doing this?"
"Yeah."
He looked back at the computer screen for a moment.
"Are you thinking?" I asked.
"Not really, no. I know the theory, but you're not gonna like it."
I stared at him.
"Let me guess. You think part of me is a whore who wants to sleep her way to the top of the
industry."
"Pretty much, yes. Do you like it?"

"I do not."
"Ah."
"It's not true anyway…it's not like I've blocked anything out here, this is different. I literally
cannot remember anything before waking up in their beds. Isn't it more likely they drugged me
or something?"
"Are you sure?"
"Huh…about what?"
"You said you remembered some of the…you know, with Tony Wong. That might mean
something."
"I remembered a few things, not all of it. But what about the others?"
"I don't know."
"Try to know."
"Okay, well…maybe you should focus on the one you do kinda remember."
"Focus how? Hypnotism? What?"
"No, not that. I mean, maybe you should go and see him again. Tony Wong."
"I can't."
"You don't have his number?"
"No, I do…but I can't. I just can't."
"Then I don't know what else to say."
"So I just sit back and wait to be raped again?"
"Is it rape?"
"Yes. No. Maybe."
"Because it doesn't seem like you're reacting that way…that's why I think the psychological thing
might be the answer…" He pointed to a nearby shelf. "There are some books there that might
help you."
"You're turning my crisis into a sale…"
"Come on, I'm helping you, Tomi."
I looked at the shelf he was pointing at. I couldn't read any of the titles, but there was a label that
said 'bizarro psychology'.
"Well, at least you believed me."
"I said mostly. If I were you, I'd still go see a doctor."
"No."
"It's the best way to know for sure…books only get you so far."
I ignored him and walked over to the bizarro psychology shelf. One of the books was sticking
out. 'How to know if you're really yourself or only thirty per cent yourself' It was a weird enough
title, so I picked it up and took it over to one of the café tables.

"Hey…"
It was the man on the next table, the Zizek reader.
"I believe you."
"What?"
He pointed at the front desk and Man Tik. "The same thing happened to me a few years ago.
Felt like time was playing tricks on me."
"Really…"
"Did some terrible things too. Horrible things to people I loved, people I cared about."
"Right."
"Wasn't me though. I realized that straight away…just couldn't stop it, that's all."
"Did it stop?"
"Eventually. Just gotta keep your senses, that's the main thing. Time's a strong fighter, but it's
not invincible. Trust me, I know."
I nodded, said 'thanks' then opened the book and started reading. The first paragraph told me
that what I was reading was written by a man who was only thirty per cent himself, and that's
how he was able to write with authority.
I skipped a few pages and tried some more.
'When time comes for you, it comes like a hunter. It doesn't kill and move on, it likes to take its
time. What you think is your mind turning against you, is actually a combination of time and
alien interference controlling you both internally and externally, and sub-ternally too. The way
out of the whole thing is simply to…'

'I go to jail, 5 years pass. The vast
of deaths on my island are all in
neverland of voluntary sexual suicide.
time just for my massive drug empire.
only get 5 years for that.'

number
the
I serve
But you

Han from 'Enter the Dragon', notes from Han the claw: my nearly death,
1980

Written and directed by Oli Johns
Some things in this were written by Tyson Bley, Tomomi Leung,
Christy Leigh Stewart and Marc Horne
Can you guess which things?
Marc Horne is a shitty TV scriptwriter in LA. He wrote 'Two Broke
Girls' and 'Holy fuck, justice, what are you doing here?'
Christy Leigh Stewart is a bizarro writer who replies to e-mails
very fast.
Tomomi Leung is an actress who never seems to get any parts.
Tyson Bley is an 'anti-universal translator' poet living near
Hamburg.

zizekpress.com

"Talking to aliens…you have three problems: different object/noun
references, non-human culture, mistrust. [Pause] And number
four…they might be bigger than us."
Slavoj Zizek, 'Star Trek and the cultural problematic: The Klingons will not be
representative, they will be alien'

